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Abstract1

Non-targeted analysis (NTA) has emerged as a valuable approach for comprehen-2

sive monitoring of chemicals of emerging concern (CECs) in the exposome. The NTA3

approach, theoretically, is able to identify compounds with diverse physicochemical4

properties and sources. Non-targeted analysis methods, even though generic and wide5

scoping, have been shown to have limitations in terms of their coverage of the chem-6

ical space, as the number of the identified chemicals in each sample is very low (e.g.7

≤ 5%). Investigating the chemical space covered by each NTA assay is crucial for8

understanding the limitations and challenges associated with the workflow from ex-9

perimental methods to the data acquisition and data processing. In this review, we10

examined recent NTA studies published between 2017 and 2023 that employed liq-11

uid chromatography-high resolution mass spectrometry. The parameters used in each12
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study were documented and reported chemicals at the confidence level 1 and 2 were13

retrieved. The chosen experimental setups and the quality of reporting were critically14

evaluated and discussed. The findings revealed that only around 2% of the estimated15

chemical space (i.e. Norman SusDat) was covered by the NTA studies investigated.16

Little to no trend was found between the experimental setup and the observed cov-17

erage, due to the generic and wide scope of NTA studies. The limited coverage of18

chemical space by the NTA studies highlights the necessity for a more comprehensive19

approach in experimental and data processing setups to enable the exploration of a20

broader range of chemical space, with the ultimate goal of protecting human and envi-21

ronmental health. Recommendations to further explore a wider range of the chemical22

space were given.23

Synopsis24

The coverage of chemical space via non-target analysis studies and the impact of the exper-25

imental conditions on that is critically assessed26

Introduction27

The chemical space of the human and environmental exposome is highly diverse and mostly28

unknown1,2. The chemical space generally refers to all possible organic structures present29

in our surrounding environment3. Theoretical estimates of such structures have suggested30

around 1060 unique structures with molecular weights less than 500 Da4,5. This theoretical31

chemical space incorporates both known and unknown unknowns3,6. These chemicals can32

cause adverse effects depending on their structures and the exposure levels. In fact, when33

looking at the known unknowns (i.e. structures recorded in the chemical databases), several34

of them have been shown to have adverse effects on the environmental and human health7–9.35

Chemical prioritization has been one of the main means for dealing with the diversity36
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of chemical space in the human and environmental exposome1,10,11. This consists of ex-37

ploration of the literature for measured chemicals and their properties/toxicities as well38

as national/international chemical registries12. A combination of predicted properties and39

toxicity is used to rank chemicals in the databases based on their potential impact on the40

environment and human health13. Chemicals with a high potential of such impact are consid-41

ered as chemicals of emerging concern (CECs)14,15. To facilitate the chemical prioritization,42

several databases consisting of chemical structures, the associated physicochemical proper-43

ties (both measured and predicted), and their biological activities have been made publicly44

available (e.g. PubChem, Norman Databases, and CompTox)12,16. However, most of these45

known unknowns remain unmeasured in environmental and biological matrices due to diffi-46

culties associated with the inclusion of such large number of chemicals in routine monitoring47

programs.9,1148

Non targeted analysis (NTA) combined with chromatography coupled with high resolu-49

tion mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS) is considered as one of the most comprehensive methods50

for the detection and identification of known and unknown unknowns in complex environ-51

mental and biological samples17,18. This approach utilizes a generic and wide scope strategy52

for the sample preparation and analysis to maximize the coverage of the chemical space of53

the sample3,11,17,19–27. This typically results in very large and complex datasets (e.g. 5 GB54

per sample) that must be pre-processed prior to the identification workflow27,28. The NTA55

data processing workflows include several steps from data conversion to library search and56

the confidence assessment of the candidate spectra3,19,22–25. Due to the complexity of such57

datasets and sheer size of the chemical databases, the NTA workflows are not very sensitive58

and do not result in a high percentage of identified chromatographic features29,30. A more59

sensitive but less comprehensive data processing alternative is suspect screening where the60

chemicals of interest are known prior to the data processing workflow. This approach is more61

sensitive in terms of limits of detection but is unable to detect unknown unknowns16,25,31.62

These two strategies are commonly employed together for the screening of complex environ-63
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mental and biological samples19.64

The NTA strategy, even though powerful, has not been widely accepted within the reg-65

ulatory framework due to reproduciblity issues26,29,32. Recent studies have indicated that66

small changes in both experimental (e.g. data dependent vs data independent acquisition)67

and data processing parameters may result in different outcomes and thus conclusions29,30.68

In fact, the aforementioned issues with NTA assays have sparked a debate in the scientific69

community and have given start to a new wave of data processing tools development21,33.70

Additionally, several efforts have been put into better defining the much needed quality con-71

trol and assurance for such experiments to be successful in detection and identification of72

the known and unknown unknowns in complex environmental samples, thus better under-73

standing the coverage of the analyzed chemical space19.74

Several recently published reviews discuss in detail the impact of different steps on the75

chemical space coverage through different experimental approaches3,19,22,23. They cover both76

data processing and experimental parameters including study scope, sampling and sample77

treatment, instrumental conditions, data processing and treatment, and reporting. How-78

ever, none of these reviews attempted to assess (i.e. quantify) the coverage of the chemical79

space reached by the already conducted NTA environmental studies. Quantification of the80

coverage of chemical space by an analytical method is not a trivial task. Theoretically, it81

can be quantified as a number of identified compounds in the given sample divided by the82

number of all compounds present in the chemical subspace of the sample. But practically,83

this calculation is impossible, due to the complex chemical nature of samples and the number84

of unknown constituents. Nevertheless, the investigation of experimentally explored chem-85

ical space is highly relevant for the researchers to be aware of the limited coverage of the86

associated chemical space.87

In this review, we aim to quantify the coverage of the chemical space by recent environ-88

mental studies and investigate the relationship between the selected experimental param-89

eters and the explored chemical space. To quantify the covered chemical space via NTA,90
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we collected all recent studies that perform NTA (not suspect screening) and reported lev-91

els 1 and 234, in terms of identification, structures. Additionally, we limited the scope of92

this study to semi-polar and polar chemicals analyzable with liquid chromatography cou-93

pled with high resolution mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS), resulting in a total of 57 pa-94

pers. As an approximation of the chemical space the Norman SusDat database containing95

around 60k unique chemicals with available PubChem CIDs (compound ID number) was96

used (https://www.norman-network.com/nds/susdat/susdatSearchShow.php). We97

collected a list of experimental and instrumental parameters, including sample preparation98

(i.e. storage and extraction conditions), chromatographic separation (e.g. eluents, gradient99

type, and injection volume), high resolution mass spectrometry settings (e.g. mass analyzer,100

data acquisition mode, and polarity), and data processing workflows (e.g. mass and reten-101

tion time tolerance, retention time domain alignment and databases used for the search).102

We also noted any unreported parameters to identify the most commonly omitted settings.103

Furthermore, we extracted information on the scope of the studies and samples analyzed.104

Finally, we estimated the coverage of chemical space explored by recent NTA studies by105

comparing the structures identified in these studies with the chemical space represented by106

the compounds in the Norman SusDat database, as shown in Figure 1. This figure provides107

an insight of the range of chemicals that may be present in environmental samples. To108

our knowledge, this is the first study ”quantifying” the coverage of chemical space via NTA109

assays.110

Methods111

Selection of NTA studies112

This review is particularly focused on the development of the NTA approach in environmental113

studies, specifically after the discussions regarding reproducibility were initiated33. Thus,114

we used the citation database Scopus to search for relevant studies published from 2017115
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Figure 1: Distribution of all chemicals in the NORMAN SusDat database (n = 55793) based
on their molecular weights (Da) and logP values.

to 2023 in the field of non-target analysis (NTA) with a focus on environmental science.116

The search was limited to articles that contained the keywords ”non target analysis” or117

”untargeted analysis” or ”untargeted screening” or ”non-target screening” while excluding118

articles containing ”metabolomics”, ”metabolic”, or ”gas chromatography”. This initial119

search resulted in 377 publications adhering to the search parameters, which were then120

manually filtered to include only those that met a specific set of criteria.121

The first criterion was that articles used non-target analysis to probe chemicals of emerg-122

ing concern, preferably in environmental matrices. Secondly, the publications had to use a123

non-target workflow. Some articles included the desired keywords in the title or abstract124

but were actually targeted studies with a very extensive list of target chemicals. The third125

criterion was that studies used LC-HRMS for sample analysis. Direct infusion studies, stud-126

ies that used rare setups, or heavily modified setups were excluded. Finally, review articles127

were excluded as they did not contribute any additional methods or identified compounds.128

The search for relevant studies meeting these criteria was completed on March 1st, 2023,129
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resulting in the inclusion of 57 studies in this review.130

Collection of instrumental parameters131

To capture the impact of each step of the NTA workflow on chemical space coverage, we132

extracted specific parameters used in the studies we reviewed. Sample preparation, chro-133

matographic separation, data acquisition, and data processing were the four main steps134

where parameters were identified. Sample preparation parameters included the sample ma-135

trix, storage conditions, pre-storage modifications, extraction methods, and extraction con-136

ditions where applicable. Chromatographic separation parameters included the column used,137

eluent composition, gradient complexity, number of column volumes, column temperature,138

and injection volume. Gradients were classified as linear, semi-linear, or complex based139

on their complexity. The number of column volumes refers to the volume of solvent that140

passes through a chromatography column relative to the volume of the column itself. The141

calculation was performed using the equation 1.142

Column volumes =
F × T run

π × (dc
2
)2 × L

(1)

Where F is the flow rate (mL/min), T run is the total run time of the method (min) -143

excluding equilibration time- dc is the internal diameter of the column (cm), and L is the144

length of the column in (cm). HRMS instrumental parameters included the mass analyzer,145

sampling rate (in the case of Q-TOF), resolution (in the case of Orbitrap), data acquisition146

mode, polarity, and mass range. Data processing parameters included mass tolerance, time147

domain alignment, mass calibration, retention time tolerance, databases used, and total148

database size (labeled as small if ≤1000 compounds or large if >1000 compounds). A149

summary of the collected parameters can be found in Figure 2. Furthermore, we made note of150

parameters that were not reported in order to identify which settings were commonly omitted.151
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Lastly, we gathered information on the scope of the studies. The collected parameters along152

with the list of the publications are publicly available through this link35.153

• Column phase and dimensions
• Total column volumes used
• Eluent and modifier selection
• Column temperature
• Gradient complexity
• Injection volume

• Mass tolerance
• Time domain alignment
• Mass calibration
• Retention time tolerance
• Database

• Collection
• Post collection modification
• Storage
• Extraction
• Eluent selection for extraction

• Mass analyzer
• Sampling rate/Resolution
• Acquisiton mode
• Polarity
• Mass range

Sample collection and preparation

High resolution mass spectrometry Data processing

Liquid chromatography

Figure 2: Summary of the main instrumental parameters collected from the reviewed NTA
studies

Collection of reported structures154

To assess the extent of chemical space coverage by recent NTA studies, we extracted the155

reported structures. To ensure the reliability and accuracy of our analysis, we only included156

structures identified with a high level of confidence (i.e levels one and two on the Schyman-157

ski scale), which is less susceptible to false positive identifications34. For each compound,158

SMILES, IUPAC name, and the regular names provided by the authors were extracted. Fi-159

nally, we excluded articles from our chemical space coverage assessment if the authors did160

not specify the identification level, did not include the identified compounds in either the161

article or supplementary materials, or only reported compounds within their target list.162
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Data processing163

The list of the collected compounds was stored in CSV format, and Julia version 1.7 was164

used to import and process the data. A modified version of the PubChemCrawler.jl package165

was employed to retrieve chemical data such as XLogP3 and MW of the compounds from166

the PubChem database by using their available identifiers (SMILES, IUPAC, InChIKey, or167

regular name)36. logP values extracted from PubChem are generated using XlogP3 with an168

additive model starting from a reference compound37. Retrieved data along with the col-169

lected experimental parameters were combined into a dataset that included PubChem CIDs170

corresponding to the compounds, their logP values, molecular weights, and experimental171

parameters.172

For the evaluation of the chemical space coverage, we additionally calculated elemental173

mass defects (EMD) of six elemental ratios (CO, CCl, CN, CS, CF, and CH) for each174

collected compound and the ones included in the NORMAN SusDat database38. EMD175

values were used to cluster structurally similar compounds together and separate others, as176

they incorporate structural information and are used to compare compounds based on their177

elemental composition39. The combination of logP, MW, and EMDs was used for principal178

component analysis (PCA), which is an unsupervised algorithm for dimensional reduction179

combining variables into principal components40. This approach is able to identify trends and180

clusters in the data sets. Prior to the analysis the data was mean-centered and scaled to keep181

the initial weight of all variables comparable. PCA was performed using the ScikitLearn.jl182

julia package and in total three principal components were utilized.183

The NORMAN SusDat database was used for the approximation of the chemical space184

of environmental samples. While the chemical space comprises both known and unknown185

compounds, it is practically impossible to include the latter in our approximations. The186

Norman SusDat database includes CECs that have either been detected in various environ-187

mental compartments or have been identified as potential CECs, providing a comprehensive188

set of chemicals with a wide coverage of physical and chemical properties, and structures16.189
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Finally, the classes of the collected compounds were defined to illustrate the frequency190

of identification of specific classes. To obtain the class of each CEC, the corresponding191

InChIKey was used to generate information on superclasses, classes, and sub-classes of each192

compound via ClassyFire. ClassyFire divides a given chemical compound into classes based193

on its structural features (i.e. functional groups)41.194

Discussion195

In this review, we estimated the coverage of the chemical space of environmental samples by196

investigating recent NTA studies. To evaluate the impact of selected workflow parameters197

on the coverage of chemical space, we collected information on these parameters (e.g. mass198

analyzer, data acquisition mode, ionization mode and size of the database used) from the199

studies. The identified compounds were categorized into classes and their relative frequency200

of occurrence was determined. XLogP3, MW, and EMDs were used to represent the vastness201

of the chemical space, approximated with the NORMAN SusDat Database. PCA was em-202

ployed to illustrate the coverage of the space of chemicals detected in recent environmental203

studies.204

Overview of the studies205

In total, 57 studies were collected, with 54 of them published after 2019. Only studies using206

NTA were included, while those using screening or targeted approaches but claiming to be207

untargeted were excluded. Therefore, the significant increase in the number of such studies208

in recent years reflects the successful development of NTA workflows. The scope of these209

studies varies, with 27 studies focusing on a wide range of chemicals and another 20 studies210

specifically targeting groups among which are per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS),211

pesticides, pharmaceuticals, and illicit drugs. Such prior prioritization influences the choice212

of experimental setup. The remaining 10 studies focused on NTA workflow development,213
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indicating a growing interest and the need for further advancements in this field.214

Overview of selected parameters215

Sample collection and preparation216

The collection and preparation of samples in the non-targeted analysis (NTA) workflow can217

introduce potential sources of loss of chemical information. Issues such as ensuring sample218

representativeness (e.g. selecting appropriate grab or passive sampling techniques), address-219

ing potential sample contamination, accounting for matrix effects, optimizing extraction220

methods for selectivity, and avoiding bias towards specific chemical groups are important221

considerations in NTA3,19,22. These challenges may impact the accuracy and reliability of222

NTA results, potentially affecting the comprehensiveness and quality of the chemical infor-223

mation obtained from the analysis. Therefore, careful attention to sample collection and224

preparation steps are essential to minimize potential sources of bias and ensure robust and225

reliable NTA outcomes.226

The majority of the collected studies (57%) analyzed water samples (n = 38). Other227

matrices that were investigated include biota (n = 5), dust (n = 3), urine (n = 3), atmospheric228

particulate matter (n = 2), paper (n = 2), serum (n = 2), blood (n = 1), human hair (n =229

1), ovarian follicular fluid (n = 1), sewage sludge (n = 1), snow (n = 1), and surface soil (n230

= 1).231

To prevent microbiological growth, the studies on water samples reported a conservation232

step, which involved either adding an acid or storing the sample at a temperature of -20◦C or233

4◦C. Out of the 38 water studies, 5 studies either did not include a step to stop microbiological234

growth or did not report it. If this step was omitted, it could significantly alter the sample’s235

final composition when it is eventually analyzed in the laboratory42,43.236

Around 53% of publications analyzing water included a sample filtering step prior to237

analysis. This step is a compromise to preserve the LC system and column but may lead238

to the loss of the chemicals adsorbed to the particle’s surface. Approximately 68% of stud-239
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ies included solid phase extraction (SPE) in their sample preparation, out of which 72%240

used reversed-phase hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB) SPE. However, only 33% of stud-241

ies with SPE used acidic and/or basic modifiers in the extraction eluents. That implies that242

most studies using only HLB SPE are potentially leaving ionizable compounds on the sor-243

bent and may exclude them from the analysis. The remaining studies employed alternative244

preptreatment techniques among which vacuum-assisted evaporation, centrifugation, liquid-245

liquid extraction (LLE), ultrasonic extraction as well as their combination. These choices are246

mostly dictated by the sample nature/matrix. There were three studies that performed no247

sample extraction and injected directly into the LC-MS with a higher injection volume44–46.248

While this protocol minimizes sample adulteration and keeps the sampling of chemical space249

more comprehensive, it can also pose a challenge to detection sensitivity due to the low250

analyte concentration19.251

Overall the sample collection and preparation section is well reported in the selected252

studies. However, many of the studies focused on analyzing a wide range of chemicals do253

not explore alternative extraction methods to ensure a more comprehensive coverage of the254

chemical space. This could result in a bias towards specific compounds, rather than capturing255

a more diverse set of chemicals.256

Liquid chromatography257

Chromatographic separation is employed to minimize sample complexity by spreading ana-258

lytes across the time axis. This helps to reduce ion suppression (matrix effect) and provides259

additional information (retention time) for the identification of the analytes. The chemistry260

of the stationary phase along with the elution conditions affects the quality of separation261

and the type of analytes being retained. Thus, the selection of chromatographic conditions262

heavily influences the coverage of the chemical space of the sample19.263

The majority of NTA studies use conventional reverse-phase separation with a generic264

C18 column. Optimization of the separation includes proper selection of eluents and modi-265
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fiers, including suitable elution power and gradient setup, to avoid co-elution and excessive266

or insufficient retention of chemicals47. A simple linear gradient of an aqueous phase and267

methanol or acetonitrile from low to high percentage is most widely accepted for the wide268

scope screening. This method proved its reproducibility across different scopes of the stud-269

ies22. However, this strategy focuses on polar to semipolar compounds, potentially excluding270

very polar (i.e logP smaller than -2) and very hydrophobic substances (i.e. logP larger 6)271

from the comprehensive investigation of the chemical composition of samples48. To cover272

the polar part of the chemical space, orthogonal methods such as hydrophilic interaction273

chromatography (HILIC) become more popular while for hydrophobic volatile chemicals,274

GC is a widely used technique44,49,50. Finally, to ensure the reproducibility and reliability of275

the studies parameters such as injection volume and column temperature should be properly276

reported51.277

More than 90% of the collected studies used a C18 column for the separation, among278

which almost all were endcapped with a column length of 50mm (18%), 100mm (50%), or279

150mm (31%). Column diameters were either 2.1mm (80% of the studies), 3mm (17%) with280

the particle diameter under 3.5 µm. Additionally, two different studies reported 4.6mm and281

0.05mm column diameters. Although applying a simple gradient ensures higher reproducibil-282

ity of the method, only half of the studies (approximately 49%) used a linear gradient, while283

around 32% used a semi-linear gradient and the remaining (18 %) used a more complex type284

of gradient.285

The median number of column volumes eluted in the studies is 16.2, with an interquartile286

range of 15.6. The use of a sufficient number of column volumes should ensure the complete287

elution of most hydrophobic compounds (high logP and MW) and the absence of carryover.288

The optimal number depends on the stationary phase, eluent power, and analytes them-289

selves52. Nevertheless, the widely accepted hypothesis is that there is a linear relationship290

between logP and retention/number of column volumes used. The hypothesis is applied291

for the reverse phase mode with comparable C18 selectivity, similar gradients, and eluent292
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composition53,54. However, our results do not indicate the presence of a linear relationship293

between the number of column volumes and logP of the chemicals, since no clear linear294

pattern could be identified between these parameters (Figure S1).295

In addition, the column temperatures used were all slightly above room temperature296

which is favorable for repeatability and reproducibility51. 32% of publications used 40◦C,297

18% used 35◦C, 13% used 30◦C, two studies held the column at 25◦C, one at 20◦C, one at298

45◦C and one at 50◦C. About 29% of papers did not report the column temperature, which299

hinders the reproducibility of experiments.300

Finally, 16% of the studies did not report the injection volume used. Injection volume301

should not have a large effect on the final observed chemical space as they depend on the302

extraction method and efficiencies. Nevertheless, the success of method’s transfer depends303

on it. The most studies used either 5 (n = 15) or 10µL (n = 12) injection volume, which is304

adequate when using SPE extraction. The remaining were spread across 1, 3, 4, 7, 20, 100,305

140, and 660µL.306

To conclude, despite the rising discussion about reporting quality19, chromatographic307

separation parameters in the collected studies were not always properly reported. Proper308

harmonized reporting ensures successful method transfer, whereas inconsistent reporting309

raises questions related to the reproducibility of the study, reliability of the results, and the310

possibility of retrospective studies. While the majority of the studies seek to comprehensively311

investigate the chemical composition of the samples, only approximately 10% employ an312

alternative to the conventional approach to analyze the samples. Lastly, the hypothetical313

linear trend between logP and retention was not confirmed, indicating the need for more314

sophisticated strategies for the method development and optimization.315

High resolution mass spectrometry316

The Orbitrap and the quadrupole time of flight (QTOF) equipped with electrospray ioniza-317

tion (ESI) are the two most commonly used HRMS instruments in liquid chromatography-318
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based (LC) NTA experiments. For complimentary analysis, it is recommended to perform319

separate experiments in both positive and negative modes55. The mass resolution of Orbitrap320

mass analyzers is generally higher than that of QTOF, but both can provide high-resolution321

mass spectra (Resolution ≥ 30, 000)56.322

In QTOF, resolution is determined by the architecture of the mass analyzer57, while323

for Orbitrap, the resolving power depends on a user specified resolution. In the case of324

Orbitrap, the speed of scans is directly related to the spectral resolution. However, the325

increase in mass resolution is limited by the time required for scanning operations. For326

QTOF, a crucial parameter for data quality is the sampling speed, which is reported as327

spectra per second in Hz. If the scan rate is too high, fewer ions are sampled, which can328

lead to a sensitivity issue. Conversely, if the scan rate is too low, fewer data points on the329

time axis are recorded, potentially causing missed detection of analytes eluting in a narrow330

time range58.331

MS/MS spectra for structure elucidation are recorded using either data-dependent ac-332

quisition (DDA) or data-independent acquisition (DIA). DDA mode records fragments of333

pre-selected precursor ions, while DIA mode fragments all precursor ions within a certain334

mass range. The latter is preferable for comprehensive investigations of complex samples.335

However, DDA mode is currently the preferred choice in environmental studies, partly due336

to the limited availability of processing tools for DIA files and also because the DIA experi-337

mental setup is not commonly employed with Orbitrap mass analyzers22. QTOF analyzers338

are more commonly used for DIA due to higher data acquisition rates.339

Roughly, half of the collected studies (n = 30) utilized an Orbitrap mass analyzer, while340

the other half (n = 27) employed a QTOF mass analyzer. However, a significant proportion341

(approximately 74%) of the studies reported using DDA, which inherently limits their results342

to predefined ions. The scan rate for QTOF analyzers was mostly set at 4 Hz, although343

some studies operated at lower rates of 3, 2, or 1 Hz. Many studies using Orbitrap analyzers344

operated at a resolution of 70,000, while some studies used lower resolutions with a minimum345
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of 35,000 and higher with a maximum of 240,000. Approximately 22% of the studies did not346

report either resolution or scan rate.347

Less than half of the studies (around 44%) conducted separate experiments in positive348

and negative modes, utilizing multiple injections, different modifiers, and sometimes different349

columns, which is considered a more suitable scenario for achieving comprehensive coverage of350

chemical space. In approximately 30% of the studies, MS was operated only in positive mode.351

There were ten publications where the analysis was reported in both modes, but the details352

were insufficient to determine if the experiment was performed simultaneously or separately353

in both modes. In three other studies, an exclusively negative mode was used to prioritize354

a specific group of compounds of interest, such as PFAS59–61, deliberately narrowing down355

the investigated chemical space. Finally, two of the reviewed studies employed simultaneous356

positive and negative ionization modes with formic acid as a modifier. This approach is357

not preferable for NTA given that acidic additives are not always the optimal for a negative358

ionization mode. Additionally, the acquired data becomes extremely complex and lacks359

quality for reliable and robust processing.360

The selected mass range in the collected studies is between 50-1200 m/z, which is based361

on approximated chemical space covering the largest part. However, some studies set their362

maximum m/z at 1000 or lower, which leads to exclusion of the part of chemical space with363

higher MW.364

To conclude, despite recent advancements in DIA technology, DDA remains the predom-365

inant choice in the reviewed studies. However, the recommended approach for improved366

reproducibility and reliability of NTA studies, and to enhance coverage of chemical space in367

environmental and metabolomics research, is to acquire data in DIA mode for initial screen-368

ing and then continue with DDA for individual feature identification. Finally, in terms of369

reproducibility the lack of comprehensively reported information hinders method transfer370

and therefore it warrants actions towards a harmonized reporting strategy.371
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Data processing372

Data processing is considered a major bottleneck in NTA workflows. It refers to a series of373

procedures that starts with the data conversion and ends with the feature identification19.374

One of the steps for reliable processing is the mass calibration, either external or internal.375

During this step the measured m/z values of known structures are compared against theoret-376

ical m/z values. These shifts/correction factors are applied to all mass channels, depending377

on the instrumental setup. This step ensures the quality of the spectra in terms of accu-378

rate mass measurement62. An inadequate mass calibration may result in false positive and379

negative detections during the identification63.380

One of the last steps of CEC identification is the use of a database to relate the MS out-381

put to a known chemical structure. To proceed with the identification, experimental data382

undergoes pre-processing steps: data compression, to remove noise and blank peaks, fea-383

ture detection, to find features in 3-dimensional data, componentization, to group fragments384

and isotopologues belonging to the same compound, and feature prioritization to reduce the385

number of irrelevant features64. Since most of the collected studies used vendor software for386

the latter four steps, which makes it almost impossible to retrieve the information of algo-387

rithms utilized, these parameters cannot be adequately discussed for their influence on the388

coverage of chemical space. For the identification of known unknowns, pre-processed data is389

compared with chemical databases and matched against references from available spectral390

libraries, utilizing a combination of features, retention time, accurate mass, and fragmenta-391

tion pattern34. The mass and the retention tolerance are two initial parameters used for the392

candidates’ list compilation. These parameters, along with the database used, heavily affect393

the results of the candidate search. The number of chemicals included in databases used in394

the evaluated studies differs from a few hundred structures in in-house libraries65 to tens and395

hundreds of thousands in publicly available libraries23 such as NORMAN,16 MassBank66 or396

PubChem67. These search algorithms result in a set of candidate structures that ultimately397

must be confirmed via either reference standard and/or an orthogonal method34.398
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For the transparency and reproducibility of the method, proper reporting of applied se-399

tups for each data processing step is essential. Nevertheless, a significant part of the studies400

did not provide sufficient information to reproduce the results. Specifically, approximately401

39% did not mention anything about mass calibration, while 26% reported that they per-402

formed calibration but did not describe the procedure. Only about 35% included a report403

on the mass calibration procedure. A large number of the papers (40%) also did not report404

whether a retention alignment was performed. 35% did report the fact that a retention405

alignment was done but did not specify the algorithm that was used or provided the details406

on the parameters used. The remaining 25% of publications did report both the fact that407

one was performed and which algorithm was used.408

In contrast, mass tolerance applied for the search was reported in almost all studies,409

around 95%. Among which around 86% used a mass tolerance for the database query of410

5ppm, that is the unofficially accepted standard for the NTA database search. There were411

also studies that used a relatively high mass tolerance of 17 ppm or 20ppm and some studies412

that used mass tolerances lower than 5 at 3ppm, 2ppm, and even 1ppm. Generally, the413

studies that were using the lower mass tolerances for the database search reported a higher414

resolution of the mass analyzer. On the other hand, retention tolerances had much lower415

reporting rates as 39% of the studies did not include this information. The remaining studies416

used tolerances in a range between 0.1 min and 0.5 min. However, there are a few publications417

that used a wider tolerance, up to 1.8 min, which may result in a high false positive rate.418

Finally, approximately 12% did not report the databases used or referred to the software but419

not the databases that the software was using. The majority, 81%, used a total database420

size containing more than 5000 compounds, while only 5 studies used databases with less421

than one thousand compounds.422

The data processing step is one of the main bottlenecks for the NTA approach and thus423

requires greater attention within the community. Nevertheless, the reporting quality needs424

improvement. Furthermore, it was found that around 70% of the identified chemicals are425
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available in MassBank EU. That means that roughly 30% of the HRMS spectra acquired for426

the identified compounds have not been deposited in public databases such as MassBank.427

For NTA to reach its full potential, the expansion of publicly available spectral databases is428

vital for the improvement of the coverage of chemical space at the identification step.429

Explored chemical space430

The studies yielded a total of 2277 compounds reported in the identification level 1 up to 2b,431

of which 1416 are unique structures. However, in 7 studies, there was no report of either iden-432

tification level, or any identifiers, which hinders the retrieval of the compounds from these433

studies. The class of each collected CEC was obtained and displayed in Figure 3. The most434

commonly found compounds were benzoids, followed by organocyclic compounds and then435

organic acids and derivatives. The latter category, along with organohalogen compounds,436

constitutes PFAS, which have been of particular interest in recent years. The median molec-437

ular weights of compounds from SusDat were 239 Da and 257 Da for those collected from the438

studies, with a median XLogP3 of 3.2 for SusDat and 2.8 for collected compounds. Based439

on histograms in Figure 4, compounds with the most frequently occurring properties are440

being identified in recent NTA studies, which can be partially explained by the generalized441

experimental workflows with reverse phase C18 columns.442
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Figure 3: Histogram of all of the classes obtained from the Classyfire search for the detected
CECs in reviewed studies

Figure 4: Molecular weights (a) and logP (b) distributions for the collected compounds
(orange) and ones included in NORMAN susdat database (blue).

Most of the compounds detected in the studies clustered closely together, with only a few443

compounds found further away from this main cluster, Figure 5. The collected compounds444

were analyzed in relation to their properties and plotted on a chemical space approximation445

represented by the NORMAN SusDat database. Figure 5 shows the plot in dimensions of446
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molecular weight (MW) and XLogP3, which emphasizes the limited space that is currently447

explored using current non-target analysis (NTA) workflows. To examine the effect of some of448

the mass spectrometry (MS) parameters used on the explored chemical space, all compounds449

were plotted and clustered based on factors such as the mass analyzer used, acquisition mode,450

ionization mode, and the total database size used (Figure S2-S5). However, neither of these451

parameters showed an unambiguous influence on the coverage of the chemical space. It should452

be noted that the representation in MW and logP dimensions does not provide information453

about the elemental composition of compounds or their classes, which may result in an over-454

representation of the covered chemical space. Therefore, it is important to consider other455

parameters beyond MW and logP when evaluating the coverage of the chemical space by456

the collected structures.457

The PCA scores plot in Figure 6 reveals that many regions of the chemical space are458

unexplored. The PCA was applied to the dataset combined the collected compounds with459

the ones from the Norman SusDat, with MW, XLogP3, and the EMDs as input variables.460

The first two principal components in the analysis were found to be primarily influenced by461

the elemental mass differences (EMDs) associated with compounds containing chlorine (Cl),462

fluorine (F), cyanide (CN), and sulfur (S). These EMDs represent the high variability in the463

elemental composition of the compounds and were identified as the most important variables464

in the PCA. This indicates that fewer compounds in the dataset contain halogens, nitrogen465

(N), and sulfur, while hydrogen (H), which is present in every compound, does not contribute466

significantly to the variability in the data. The third principal component is primarily467

influenced by MW and XlogP3 (Figure S6). In total, the first three principal components468

explain 74% of the variance (Figure S7). In Figure S8-S10, the coverage of chemical space469

by different compound classes is displayed. Figure S10 specifically highlights the coverage by470

organic acids and derivatives as well as organohalogen compounds. The majority of PFAS,471

not exclusively, fall into these classes. The figures reveal that the distribution of compound472

classes across the chemical space is not homogeneous, suggesting an over-representation of473
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certain classes of compounds. This observation can be attributed to the prior prioritization474

of specific classes, which may bias the identification towards those classes of compounds.475

Figure 5: Distribution of all chemicals found in the reviewed articles at level 1 to 2b (orange)
overlayed on NORMAN susdat database chemicals (blue) based on their molecular weights
and XlogP3 value
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Figure 6: Scores plot of three principal components of the NORMAN susdat database (blue)
and the collected structures (orange).

Overall only around 2% of the estimated chemical space was covered by NTA studies476

investigated in this review. This estimation is based on an approximation that by definition477

is far smaller than the true chemical space of the human and environmental exposome. No478

clear relationship between experimental conditions and coverage of the chemical space was479

discovered, which may indicate that the used experimental approaches are generic enough480

for the NTA assays. On the other hand, this may be caused by the lack of detailed and481

standardized reporting of the experimental conditions. Therefore, a more rigorous investi-482

gation of the parameters and standardization of reporting criteria has to be designed and483

performed. Although the most widely accepted properties of compounds such as logP and484

MW are widely used while discussing chemical space19, in this study we showed that they485

may not be the most relevant markers for assessing the coverage of chemical space. Finally,486

such a low coverage emphasizes the need for more comprehensive approaches to experimental487

and data processing workflows in order to explore a broader range of the chemical space and488

ultimately protect human and environmental health.489
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Recommendations and Outlook490

Despite the ability of NTA to provide holistic information about the chemical composition of491

the samples, their true coverage of the chemical space has not been investigated. Moreover,492

the NTA studies have suffered from issues related to their reproducibility, due to the com-493

plexity of both experimental and computational approaches employed in NTA assays. One494

of the main bottlenecks for a more reproducible NTA assay is the lack of standardization of495

the reporting criteria (including the experimental conditions). Our detailed investigation of496

the previously published NTA studies further suggests the need for such criteria. Minimum497

accepted experimental criteria and data processing parameters should be reported to ensure498

the transparency and reliability of the results, which will potentially lead to the acceptance499

of the NTA approach by the regulatory bodies.500

The potential coverage of the chemical space should be assessed during the design of the501

experimental setups. Most of the recent studies focused their experimental setups based502

on the conventional workflow including HLB SPE for sample preparation, reverse phase503

separation with C18 columns, and DDA acquisition mode, without considering alternative504

approaches. The best practice would be an application of alternative extraction methods,505

implementation of orthogonal techniques (e.g. RPLC and HILIC), DIA acquisition mode506

as the first screening approach, and the application of reliable/robust data processing tools,507

preferably open source/access. For the identification part of the workflow, the sharing of508

experimental mass spectra of identified compounds is vital to the progress of the community.509

Additionally, archiving the raw data in public repositories for both the retrospective analysis510

as well as data processing tool development is highly essential.511

To our knowledge, no other study has evaluated the coverage of the chemical space via512

NTA studies in such detail. However, due to the lack of standardized reporting criteria,513

the direct impact of different experimental choices on the covered chemical space could not514

be established. Also, our study is limited to the works published after 2017 and we only515

included studies with clear level 1 and 2 identification reporting. Moreover, we excluded the516
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suspect screening studies, which may result in an underestimation of the coverage of NTA517

studies. However, our study, even though limited, clearly shows the shortcomings of the518

current NTA practices and the need for further development in different areas - including519

experimental setup.520
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Notes531

Information retrieved in this study can be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo532

.7774345. References to the reviewed studies and collected experimental parameters are533

at All experimental parameters.xlsx. The script to perform the calculations is available at534

https://github.com//tobihul//Code-for-Critical-assessment-of-covered-che535

mical-space-with-LC-HRMS-non-targeted-analysis. PubChemCrawler package is536

available athttps://github.com/JuliaHealth/PubChemCrawler.jl.537
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